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Abstract
The nature of working is transforming from single person work tasks and reacting
on them to group work in which interaction with people either directly or through
mobile devices is coming more important. This makes not only time spent but also
quality of communication increasingly relevant. This thesis aims to explore eye
tracking as a method to measure communication in work life situations as well as
expands discussion on possible methods of communication in the future.
The data used in the thesis consists of shared decision-making events of 24 people
divided into pairs. The information was collected from eye-movement and audio
and the process was also recorded with a video camera. Results of the analysis
show that eye contacts have effects on replies and answers and moreover direction
on discussion. Thus gaze is giving rhythm for discussion and could be used in
controlling the discussion.
This work indicates importance of eye tracking in communications and suggests the
potential of an eye tracking application for improving quality of communication
and the usability of the measurement in work life communication.
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Tiivistelmä
Kommunikaatiosta on tullut yhä keskeisempi osa ihmisten elämää sekä arjessa että
työpaikoilla. Kommunikaation laatu ja siihen kulutettu aika ovat tulleet tärkeiksi
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1 Introduction
Communication is used, among other purposes, for sharing and influencing opinions
and thoughts, which has become an increasingly important element in the working
life due to the growing amount of teamwork in companies. Efficiency and accuracy
are significant to businesses because productivity increases due to better utilization
of office hours. These aspects can be improved by enhancing communication in work
life situations.

Although a lot of research has focused on analyzing dialogues and collecting
measurable data from discussions, little research has focused on applying the results
to real life circumstances. This means that the findings are researcher’s objective
interpretation of the situation. Research frames cannot be applied to everyday life,
unlike, for example, heart rate monitors have integrated to our everyday lives in the
form of activity trackers.

This thesis aims to determine the role of eye fixations in shared decision-making
by using measurable data recorded with eye tracking goggles. Observations are
converted to numeric form and can be analyzed with mathematical methods resulting
in non-objective findings that could be applied to trackers used every day.

The data used in the thesis consists of shared decision-making events of 24 people
divided into pairs. The information was collected from eye-movement and audio and
the process was also recorded with a video camera. Results of the analysis show
that eye contacts have effects on replies and answers and moreover direction on
discussion. Thus gaze is giving rhythm for discussion and could be used in controlling
the discussion.

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents previous studies in
interaction, gaze and clear communication in workplace. The study outline, results
and conclusion are presented in Chapter 3. Future opportunities and applications are
discussed in chapter 4. Finally, the summary of the thesis is presented in chapter 5.
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2 Background
This chapter describes the background of this thesis. First the methods of study
and analysis the communication and gaze are explained. Second, the communication
requirements and the importance of clear communication in work life are presented.
Last, the data and related studies are presented.

2.1 Communication
Communication is big part of people’s lives both outside and in the office. Today,
working hours are mostly spent in meetings and collaborating with others. Therefore,
the role of communication in work life has become an increasingly important element
to companies. Communication research started with observing the interaction of
people and has nowadays evolved more to researching the methods on how information
is processed and interpreted.

Goffman [1] studied the interactions of people and discovered shared unspoken
rules that dictated communication. He studied people’s behavior in public during
interplay. The discussants observed and interpreted others’ behavior and reacted as
the unspoken rules predicted. Many cultures have these unspoken rules that most of
the people apply in their lives.

More of an analytic study approach is communication analysis[2] which is method
on studying interactions founded on Sacks’ views on communication. It’s a method
used in studying the language used daily by analyzing the word sequences and
non-verbal gestures. The conversation is transcribed and all the non-verbal gestures,
such as laughter, touch and eye contact are attached to it. Transcription of the
conversation is as precise and natural description of the conversation as possible.
Also, the conversation can be divided into sections using conversation phases and
task structures that recur in the dialogue.

In this thesis the communication is analyzed based on the methods of communi-
cation analysis. The conversation transcript has the original Finnish dialogue and
the English translation of it. The conversation is divided based on the task phase
the pair is currently in. At the beginning phase the pair is talking about a letter at
hand, in the middle phase the proposals are made and in the end phase the answer
is given and confirmed. [3]

2.2 Mutual gaze and eye tracking
Cook [4] defined gaze as nonverbal action of looking another person’s face, more
precisely, the eye area. Mutual gaze occurred when two persons are gazing each
other and eye contact is formed. In this thesis gaze is used to describe behavior, not
the direction of action and mutual gaze means the same as eye contact.

Research on eye fixation began early in the 1960’s by studying; gaze in social
intercourse, the amount of gaze as a variable and glance sequences in conversations.
Tracking eye contact was observed with mirrors, stopwatches and two channel videos.
All these methods had the human error factor in them, because all the observations
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were made by humans. The lack of eye contact was found to occur when starting the
speak, answering questions or when being unsure about the topic. [4] Gaze direction
can be also a indicator of taking over the turn in the discussion or supporting the
conversation. Looking towards the other is a signal for handing over the turn to
speak or to inquire an opinion about the topic. Looking away signals that the person
is taking or starting their turn in the conversation. [5]

Gaze matching can appear when subjects share common background knowledge
about the visual input. Two experiments were conducted to find out if there is an
interaction between the eye movements of the two talkers. The eye motion matching
increased when the two participants had had the same information beforehand about
the visual stimulus. The conversation was in both cases spontaneous, therefore,
common knowledge raises the shared attention in communication. [6, 7]

The conditions in a laboratory and in natural environment differ, for example a
participants head movement might be restricted in one environment and not in the
other. In everyday life situations the head is turned in the direction currently looked
at and the upper half of the visual field is used. In experiment conditions the head-
movement is restricted but gaze is allowed to wander on the target monitor resulting in
the visual field being used more than in normal conditions. This particular experiment
had participants gaze tested in a laboratory with head movement restrictions as well
as in a natural surroundings with no restrictions for head movement. [8]

2.3 Clear communication
The study of Crosling and Ward studied the need of oral communication skills for
business graduates in work life. The need for communication skills have increased
due to the change from hierarchical to contemporary organizations, that use team
work rather than command chain structure. Information of the communication skill
requirements were collected by survey that was distributed to 96 companies from
which 24 completed the survey. The result was that graduate jobs use communication
skills often, they are important to recruitment, job success and promotion and in
same department these skills are used constantly to communicate. Summary is that
it’s important to have communication skills in curriculum both informal and formal.
[9]

It is also simpler and more natural to talk than give or listen to a speech. Dialogues
should be difficult because they have no structure or planning. Interruptions by the
listener makes it hard to plan ahead what you are going to say or what course the
conversation takes next. This challenge is called opportunistic planning. People also
tend to leave out parts of sentences when they presume that the listener knows what
is been talked about. In decision making situations a common goal makes it easier
to reach a mutual understanding. The conclusion was that dialogue is more natural
than a monologue because dialogue is interactive action between two persons and
you can use the vocabulary the addressee used thus reducing the need for creativity
during your floor. [10]

Skilled communicators are also more effective workers in the workplace. Clear
communication means that the relevant information is shared in easily understandable
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format. The quality of interactions in workplace can affect the motivations of
employees for example workers can be more satisfied, conscientious and trustful. Work
life is multicultural and teamwork oriented so the importance of clear communication
is increasing. Companies are highly interested on making their communication as
clear as possible that way their messages are comprehensive and understandable. To
make interactions easily comprehensible they should be planned ahead thoroughly.
[11] A commonly used method of communication in real life is a face-to-face dialogue.
Clear communication is reached when the listener understands the precise topic
without any difficulties. The complexity of work life has increased the impact that
clear communication has on interactions in workplaces. The relevant information for
certain employee should be easy to reach and comprehend. [12]

One of the greatest challenges in communication at workplaces is how to establish
clear communication between departments. There are two interaction approaches,
vertical and lateral in communication. The difference is the way the information
flows in the company. In the vertical communication the information is hierarchically
distributed from the top to bottom and in the lateral communication there is flow
from the upper levels to the lower levels, but more information is shared on the
same level by colleagues. Lateral communication is more effective and involve, so it’s
great way to spread information that can be commented but the vertical approach
is better to notify employees about new practises. To make communication more
effective there should be more interactions between hierarchy levels for example the
supervisor and employee. [13]

Both oral (95,4%) and written (93,1%) communication skills were reported to
be in the top five of very important skills to companies when hiring graduates. The
survey was conducted by The Conference Board, Corporate Voices for Working
Families, Partnership for 21st Century Skills, and the Society for Human Resource
Management. Over 400 employers participated in the survey. [14] The importance
of clear communication to companies is visible and the demand for workers that are
skilled communicators is increasing. This thesis explains the importance of clear
communication and how it can be achieved at workplaces.

2.4 Relevant studies
This subsection presents similarly contacted studies and studies that analyzed the
same data set.

The study conducted by Evola et al. [15] researched gaze and body movements in
turn-taking interaction in group. The experiment task was to be a part of improvisa-
tion dance session with out verbal interaction unless it was part of the performance.
Participants were both professional and amateur dancers. The sessions were recorded
and micro-analyzed by ELAN. The result indicated that the participants actively
avoided eye contact and body movement with each other during the improvisation
dance session and the professionals hesitated less than the amateur dancers. Gaze
was used to inform the other participants of the turn change. Mutual gaze is often
used in everyday situation and in this experiment it was avoided so this configuration
differs from natural communication situation.
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This thesis uses the same annotation methods from ELAN than Evola et al., but
also studies the communication of the subjects using the communication analysis
methods. The data analyzed in this thesis is part of data collected for the Behavioural
Synchrony in Dyads -research project that is collaborative project of Department of
Neuroscience and Biomedical Engineering and Department of Computer Science of
Aalto university as well as Department of Social Research of Helsinki university.

The data from the Behavioural Synchrony in Dyads -research project has also
been analyzed by the posture and the eye blinking variables. In the first analysis
[16] it was found that subjective experience of collaboration and synchronizing in
blinking frequency correlate. This supports the proposition that synchronous has
an affect on collaboration in interaction. The second experiment [3] suggested that
the body sway and pitch-register affects the interaction on some level. The result
suggested that the body sway and pitch-register lead the course of communication.

There are studies on the variables in the interactions of people and evidence that
non verbal gestures have a role in collaborative actions. Studies have suggested that
interactions in conversation are matched. There are studies that propose that gaze
focus, eye contact and mutual gaze serve purpose in communication example as turn
taking marks. Therefore, there could be some interdependence between the gaze
focus and the communication phases or the class of picked answer. These are the
questions that this thesis attempts to answer. In this thesis the aim is to identify
the role of gaze focus in shared decision-making by tracking the eye movement of
the two subjects.
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3 Eye tracking study
This chapter describes the methodology of the study, explains the procedures and
presents the results which are also discussed. First, the methods of measuring and
analyzing are explained and the research questions are presented. Next, the study
frame, implementation and procedures are explained. Last, the results are presented,
explained and discussed.

3.1 Methodology
Research topic was synchronization in shared decision-making. The data consisted
of eye-movement, audio and video recordings collected during the face-to-face ex-
periments. The participants were 24 volunteers that formed 12 pairs. Eye fixations
were analyzed with the answer categories and conversation phases. Next, data
measurement practises and analyzing methods are demonstrated.

Video recording was collected with scene-camera that recorded scenery with
a frequency of 30Hz. Eye tracking data was recorded with SMI (SensoMotoric
Instruments) eye tracking glasses with sample rate 60 Hz. Synchronizing the eye
tracking data with the video recordings resulted in the decrease of the overall sample
rate down to 30 Hz. Fixation targets were coded from the video data with the
fixation points fixed in. The voice data was recorded with head-worn microphones
and were then analyzed with communication analyzing methods. In addition, three-
dimensional data was also collected from body movements using were overalls that
had optical reflectors, but this thesis doesn’t analyze that data.

The experiment consisted of 12 recorded conversations, although, due to technical
difficulties some research-data was corrupted resulting in discarding the data for 3
participants which left the study with 9 successful experiments. Conversations were
annotated by methods of communication analyzes. Communication data was divided
in three phases beginning, middle and end by the decision making development. The
beginning phase starts when the participants name the task at hand, the middle
phase is where the proposals are made and the end phase is when the jointly selected
answer is presented.

Eye tracking data consisted of the fixation points that were fixed to the video
data. For this thesis the fixation points were categorized based on the video data.
The fixation point categories were face, body and other. Eye contact is divided as
the face fixation point and the mutual gaze is when both of the pair are looking at
others’ faces.

This thesis examines the role of mutual gaze in shared decision making using the
eye tracking recordings and communication data.

In this thesis eye tracking data and communication data is used to understand
what is the role of mutual gaze in shared decision making. The research questions
are:

RQ1: What is the relationship between mutual gaze and conversation phases?
RQ2: Is there correlation between mutual gaze and the proposal categories?
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3.2 Participants
Twenty-six volunteers, consisting of Aalto university students and staff members
participated in the study. The participants were divided into thirteen pairs (8 female
pairs) and their ages varied from 20 to 50 (main 26.8±6.2, median 25.5). Participants
evaluated how well they knew each other by giving a score of 0 to 6 with 0 being
unfamiliar and 6 being very familiar. The results were that 5 pairs were unfamiliar
with each other, 5 were very familiar and the remaining 3 pairs fell in between the
first two. The data collection of four pairs was damaged due to technical difficulties
so the final sample consisted of nine pairs. The ages of these participants varied
between 20 and 50 (main 27.3 ± 7.4, median 25) and 3 pairs were very familiar, 4
little and 2 between. All the pairs were homogeneous (6 female pairs and 3 male
pairs), Finns and the language used in the study was Finnish.

3.3 Procedures
The research frame was that the two participants should come to a unanimous
conclusion to the given task. The task was to come up with the most suitable
adjectives to portray Donald Duck or Scrooge McDuck. The conversation should
only deal with the adjectives, any other debatable elements, such as grammar, was to
be avoided. In the end the participants should have chosen eight adjectives starting
with letter H proceed to letter O or starting with N and proceed to V letter.

The surroundings in which the research took place was located in an environment
which was meant to be a less of a laboratory surrounding and more of a natural
environment. The room wasn’t emptied from distractions and the gaze wasn’t focused
on a target as seen in figure 1. Gaze was allowed to wander in the room like in natural
situation. In natural communication and situations person’s gaze is wandering about
a lot more than in search conditions [8]. This meant that the data collected from
the research could be compared to a natural situation thus allowing the results to be
implemented into workplace scenarios as well.

Figure 1: Non laboratory surroundings, worn gear and the condition of face-to-face
task.
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The gear the participants used included eye tracking goggles, a headband micro-
phone and overalls that had reflective markers attached to track body movement.
The worn gear can bee seen on the figure 1.

To ensure the matching of different data sources, a clapperboard was used at
the beginning of each conversation session to catch the sound in the audio-track,
which then could be matched with the video-recording and the eye trackers. The
clapperboard had a reflective marker on it and the participants looked at it when
“clapping” the clapperboard.

The data collection sessions lasted approximately 2 hours per pair. Gathered
data included video, audio and eye tracking- as well as movement data. All the pairs
were of same sex with the addition of some pairs being familiar with each other and
others were not.

At the beginning of a session, there were three warm-up tasks meant to get the
participants accustomed to the surroundings, gear and each other. The actual task
began after the warm-up-tasks and the pairs were placed face-to-face as seen in
figure 1.

3.4 Results & Conclusion
The data consisted of analyzed communications data which had the sequence-phases
and proposal-categories in it. The eye tracking-material was annotated with the gaze
values of ‘body’, ‘face’ or ‘other’.

The results included 1128 recorded eye-contacts, which were divided per pair as
follows: Pair2 had 9 mutual gaze instances, pair 3 had 92, pair 4 had 40, pair 5 had
62, pair 6 had 342, pair 7 had 297, pair 9 had 49, pair 10 had 192 and the pair 11 had
a total of 45 mutual gaze instances, the instances are also illustrated in a histogram
(figure 2). Experiment durations varied between the time range of 1 minute and 39
seconds to 6 minutes and 38 seconds.

Figure 2: Histogram indicating the division of eye-contacts between pairs.
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Even if the participants in a single pair were familiar with each other versus if
they were not did not seem to have an impact on the number of eye contacts. The
average number of eye contacts with pairs that were familiar with each other was
87.7 ± 76.9, pairs that were not familiar 183.3 ± 137.2. And the pairs that knew each
other to some extent 66.0 ± 26.0. Female pairs who were familiar with each other
had the average number of eye contacts of 127.0 ± 65.0, non-familiar 130.3 ± 65.1
and the pairs that knew each other to some extent 40.0 ± 0.0. Male pairs indicated
that the number of eye contacts increased as familiarity decreased, then again there
was only one pair with each familiarity-level.

Figure 3: Left: Number of mutual gaze annotated with communication phase that it
appears in. Right: Amount of mutual gazes listed with proposal categories.

Mutual gaze distributed to the communication phases as seen on the left in the
figure 3, 740 to middle, 348 to begin or end and 15 to the other phase that means
the shift from the begin to middle or from middle to end. Most of the mutual gaze
appeared in middle phase where all the debating is performed and approximately
half less times in the starting or ending phase of the conversation. Nearly none of
the mutual gazes appeared in the shift from beginning or ending the task to the
performing the task. Answer category (907) was associated to mutual gaze as shown
on the right of the figure 3. Most of the mutual gazes didn’t have proposal category
that it appear in. The time frame for the mutual gaze to appear to be associated with
the proposal category was 2 seconds before or during the presenting the proposal.
For the chosen time window (2 seconds before the proposal) the result is only applied
to the speaker and not the listener because the data collection is made before the
listener could have reacted. In this thesis the answer category that has the most
mutual gazes attach to it is observed. The accepted category has 110, ignored 68
and rejected mutual gaze in it’s time frame.
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Figure 4: Pair2. Communication phases are on the first line, yellow means middle
and blue is begin/end. Second line shows the mutual gaze. Third line is the proposals
of participant1 and fourth line the proposals of participant2, blue is accepted, yellow
ignored and red rejected answer category.

The chronological order in which the phases, mutual gazes and proposals occurred
can be seen in figure 4. There were nine mutual gazes from which one was associated
with answer category accepted (left figure 5) and 6 happened in the begin or the
end phase and 3 in the middle phase of the conversation. The experiment of pair 2
lasted 2 minutes and 23 seconds, and had the frequency of one mutual gaze for every
16.0 seconds. The frequency in conversation phase (middle) was one mutual gaze for
every 27.3 seconds and in shift phase (begin and end) one mutual gaze for every 9.5
seconds.

Figure 5: Left: Amount of mutual gazes listed with proposal categories. Right:
Number of mutual gaze annotated with communication phase that it appears in.
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Figure 6: Pair3. Communication phases are on the first line, yellow means middle
and blue is begin/end. Second line shows the mutual gaze. Third line is the proposals
of participant1 and fourth line the proposals of participant2, blue is accepted, yellow
ignored and red rejected answer category.

The chronological order in which the phases, mutual gazes and proposals occurred
can be seen in figure 6. There were 92 mutual gazes from which three were associated
with each answer category (left figure 7) and 23 happened in begin or end phase, 64
in the middle phase and 3 in the shift phase of the conversation. The experiment of
pair 3 lasted 4 minutes and 4 seconds, and had the frequency of one mutual gaze for
every 2.7 seconds. The frequency in conversation phase (middle) was one mutual
gaze for every 2.8 seconds and in shift phase (begin and end) one mutual gaze for
every 2.1 seconds.

Figure 7: Left: Amount of mutual gazes listed with proposal categories. Right:
Number of mutual gaze annotated with communication phase that it appears in.
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Figure 8: Pair4. Communication phases are on the first line, yellow means middle
and blue is begin/end. Second line shows the mutual gaze. Third line is the proposals
of participant1 and fourth line the proposals of participant2, blue is accepted, yellow
ignored and red rejected answer category.

The chronological order in which the phases, mutual gazes and proposals occurred
can be seen in figure 8. There were 40 mutual gazes from which 19 were associated
with answer category of accepted (left figure 9) and 18 happened in begin or end
phase, 13 in the middle phase and 3 in the shift phase of the conversation. The
experiment of pair 4 lasted 1 minute and 39 seconds, and had the frequency of one
mutual gaze for every 2.5 seconds. The frequency in conversation phase (middle)
was one mutual gaze for every 3.0 seconds and in shift phase (begin and end) one
mutual gaze for every 2.8 seconds. Phases other than shift or conversation were not
taken into account.

Figure 9: Left: Amount of mutual gazes listed with proposal categories. Right:
Number of mutual gaze annotated with communication phase that it appears in.
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Figure 10: Pair5. Communication phases are on the first line, yellow means middle
and blue is begin/end. Second line shows the mutual gaze. Third line is the proposals
of participant1 and fourth line the proposals of participant2, blue is accepted, yellow
ignored and red rejected answer category.

The chronological order in which the phases, mutual gazes and proposals occurred
can be seen in figure 10. There were 62 mutual gazes from which 17 were associated
with answer category accepted, 6 ignored (left figure 11), 18 happened in begin or
end phase and 37 in the middle phase of the conversation. The experiment of pair 5
lasted 2 minutes and 5 seconds, and had the frequency of one mutual gaze for every
2.0 seconds. The frequency in conversation phase (middle) was one mutual gaze for
every 1.9 seconds and in shift phase (begin and end) one mutual gaze for every 2.1
seconds.

Figure 11: Left: Amount of mutual gazes listed with proposal categories. Right:
Number of mutual gaze annotated with communication phase that it appears in.
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Figure 12: Pair6. Communication phases are on the first line, yellow means middle
and blue is begin/end. Second line shows the mutual gaze. Third line is the proposals
of participant1 and fourth line the proposals of participant2, blue is accepted, yellow
ignored and red rejected answer category.

The chronological order in which the phases, mutual gazes and proposals occurred
can be seen in figure 12. There were 342 mutual gazes from which 30 were associated
with answer category accepted, 14 ignored, 5 rejected (left figure 13), 137 happened
in begin or end phase, 196 in the middle phase and 5 in the shift phase of the
conversation. The experiment of pair 6 lasted 4 minutes and 31 seconds, and had the
frequency of one mutual gaze for every 0.8 seconds. The frequency in conversation
phase (middle) was one mutual gaze for every 0.9 seconds and in shift phase (begin and
end) one mutual gaze for every 0.7 seconds. Phases other than shift or conversation
were not taken into account.

Figure 13: Left: Amount of mutual gazes listed with proposal categories. Right:
Number of mutual gaze annotated with communication phase that it appears in.
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Figure 14: Pair7. Communication phases are on the first line, yellow means middle
and blue is begin/end. Second line shows the mutual gaze. Third line is the proposals
of participant1 and fourth line the proposals of participant2, blue is accepted, yellow
ignored and red rejected answer category.

The chronological order in which the phases, mutual gazes and proposals occurred
can be seen in figure 14. There were 297 mutual gazes from which 21 were associated
with answer category accepted, 26 ignored, 13 rejected (left figure 15), 51 happened
in begin or end phase, 243 in the middle phase and 2 in the shift phase of the
conversation. The experiment of pair 7 lasted 6 minutes and 6 seconds, and had the
frequency of one mutual gaze for every 1.2 seconds. The frequency in conversation
phase (middle) was one mutual gaze for every 1.2 seconds and in shift phase (begin and
end) one mutual gaze for every 1.4 seconds. Phases other than shift or conversation
were not taken into account.

Figure 15: Pair2. Left: Amount of mutual gazes listed with proposal categories.
Right: Number of mutual gaze annotated with communication phase that it appears
in.
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Figure 16: Pair9. Communication phases are on the first line, yellow means middle
and blue is begin/end. Second line shows the mutual gaze. Third line is the proposals
of participant1 and fourth line the proposals of participant2, blue is accepted, yellow
ignored and red rejected answer category.

The chronological order in which the phases, mutual gazes and proposals occurred
can be seen in figure 16. There were 49 mutual gazes from which 2 were associated
with answer category accepted, 8 ignored, 1 rejected (left figure 17), 11 happened in
begin or end phase and 38 in the middle phase of the conversation. The experiment
of pair 9 lasted 6 minutes and 11 seconds, and had the frequency of one mutual gaze
for every 7.6 seconds. The frequency in conversation phase (middle) was one mutual
gaze for every 7.4 seconds and in shift phase (begin and end) one mutual gaze for
every 7.7 seconds.

Figure 17: Left: Amount of mutual gazes listed with proposal categories. Right:
Number of mutual gaze annotated with communication phase that it appears in.
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Figure 18: Pair10. Communication phases are on the first line, yellow means middle
and blue is begin/end. Second line shows the mutual gaze. Third line is the proposals
of participant1 and fourth line the proposals of participant2, blue is accepted, yellow
ignored and red rejected answer category.

The chronological order in which the phases, mutual gazes and proposals occurred
can be seen in figure 18. There were 192 mutual gazes from which 7 were associated
with answer category accepted, 11 ignored, 11 rejected (left figure 19), 56 happened
in begin or end phase, 130 in the middle phase and 1 in the shift phase of the
conversation. The experiment of pair 10 lasted 6 minutes and 38 seconds, and
had the frequency of one mutual gaze for every 2.1 seconds. The frequency in
conversation phase (middle) was one mutual gaze for every 2.2 seconds and in shift
phase (begin and end) one mutual gaze for every 1.8 seconds. Phases other than
shift or conversation were not taken into account.

Figure 19: Left: Amount of mutual gazes listed with proposal categories. Right:
Number of mutual gaze annotated with communication phase that it appears in.
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Figure 20: Pair11. Communication phases are on the first line, yellow means middle
and blue is begin/end. Second line shows the mutual gaze. Third line is the proposals
of participant1 and fourth line the proposals of participant2, blue is accepted, yellow
ignored and red rejected answer category.

The chronological order in which the phases, mutual gazes and proposals occurred
can be seen in figure 20. There were 45 mutual gazes from which 10 were associated
with answer category accepted, 9 ignored, 1 rejected (left figure 21), 28 happened in
begin or end phase, 16 in the middle phase and 1 in the shift phase of the conversation.
The experiment of pair 11 lasted 2 minutes and 28 seconds, and had the frequency of
one mutual gaze for every 3.3 seconds. The frequency in conversation phase (middle)
was one mutual gaze for every 3.4 seconds and in shift phase (begin and end) one
mutual gaze for every 3.2 seconds. Phases other than shift or conversation were not
taken into account.

Figure 21: Left: Amount of mutual gazes listed with proposal categories. Right:
Number of mutual gaze annotated with communication phase that it appears in.
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Figure 22: Amount of mutual gazes listed with proposal categories in all dyas cases.

Mutual gaze is almost in every case associated with accepted proposal and most
of the looking happens in the middle phase of the conversation. Mutual gaze was
divided unevenly to the phases and answer categories which indicates that there
is a relationship between mutual gaze and communication functions. The result
supports the findings of Kendon [5] that gaze is used in conversations to phase the
conversation.

The reliability of the study could be enhanced if the sample-size was increased.
This way the results could also be applied a to bigger subset. Also by extending the
experiment time there could be more mutual gazes to be analyzed. This way the
results would be applied to a bigger subset. The issues in this analysis were caused by
the format of the data and the technical challenges that compromised the integrity of
a part of the data. For future studies it would be interesting to study the correlation
between the amount of eye contacts and the familiarity of the participants. Also the
shared decision making situation of multiple attendees would be an interesting topic
to study with the eye tracking methods.

Figure 23: Number of mutual gaze annotated with communication phase that it
appears in.
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4 Discussion
This chapter discusses the current state of communication and the issues related to
it. Second, the applications that are used at workplaces today are presented and the
problems related to them Last, the future prospects of communication-applications
are explained and opportunities suggested.

4.1 Communication in workplace
The nature of work has changed from independent working to more collaborating
work done with colleagues. This change has made clear communication increasingly
important to companies. Communication is used to deliver messages within the
company in an oral or a written form. The messages can be sent from an admin-
istrative level to the employee-level (vertical communication) or on the same level,
for example from one administrative person to the other (lateral) [13]. The style of
communication can be either formal or casual depending on the situation.

Clear communication suggests that the speaker(s) and the listener(s) have the
same interpretations of the topic and the shared opinions are understood in same
fashion. The difficulty in this is that every person is individual and has his own life
experiences and thought processes that mold his views and take on life. Therefore, the
communication platforms in business should be supportive to clear communication
in a way that all messaging could be in the most effective form and all the receivers
have the tools to understand the message in the same fashion. Verbal communication
consists of formal speeches and presentations, which can be standardized, and casual
conversations between colleagues, which are spontaneous and can’t be standardized.

Natural conversations are ambiguous, because presumptions and predictions that
are made by the participants of conversation. The speaker chooses the depth of
the topic and whether possible abbreviations have been explained or if the people
mentioned are recognizable. There can also be information that the speaker assumes
is common knowledge and for that reason, leaves it out of the conversation. The
listener then interprets the course of the conversation. Conversation can be carried
only by this prediction of what is happening next and what is said. Planning the
conversation would make it possible to manage the overall understanding, but the
other participants make it impossible to plan the whole conversation before hand.
The only part of a conversation that can be planned is the participant’s own and
should take the other persons input into account.

4.2 Communication applications to workplace environment
Nowadays, most of the work effort is performed in teams and by collaborating with
colleagues. The implements of communication in work life consist of email, instant
messaging, bulletin boards and hand written notes. Instant messaging means that
the receiver gets the message immediately after it’s sent, whereas notes and email are
gotten when the receiver reads them. The problem is that there are many information
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channels and the information is spread in all or some of them and it’s difficult to
find the right path to the information.

Finnish retail co-operative S group has modernized their internal communications
to social media applications that are based on Facebook. Previously they used emails,
worker magazines and websites and hoped that all the messages were distributed via
supervisors to the employees. The new application is designed to actively generate
conversation, feedback and improvement ideas. All the strategic communication
can be distributed to all the employees at once and using a single application. The
distance from the top to the bottom of the company is narrowed down and therefore
the business performance increases. [17]

Operating social media accounts and communicating through these kind of envi-
ronments is an everyday task for almost all modern people. That way it was smart
for S group to involve social media applications in their internal communications.
From the company’s perspective, there is a concern that the working hours are spent
in social media but this concern can be addressed by instructing the employees on
how often the applications should be used. Communication gets clearer when the
information-channels are easily found.

4.3 Future prospects
The working life is changing and technology enables it to do so. Specialists aren’t
flown any more from the other side of the globe just to give a lecture on their topic or
to get their opinion. There are video connections to do that and only if it is crucial
to have the consultant on site then the physical transition takes part. An increasing
amount of workers are working from home via internet connections, for example
personal trainers, doctors and teachers.

Today, people are collecting data of themselves and sharing it on the social media
or to specific applications. This interest in devices that collect information in real
time should be utilized in workplaces. Workers could be interested in devices that
measure their performance and getting the reward for doing excellent work. The
tracker could also be used to find problems in managing the system processes.

The interest in new applications has risen because people are using technology in
their everyday lives and they are wanting to simplify their work life as well. The
ideal workplace for most people would be their own home and that has been made
possible by internet connections and the use of online messaging. Businesses have
applied Skype meetings to their daily operations and workers can work from home.
The next step could be to implement activity trackers to working life.

This thesis discovered that mutual gaze is used to signal to conversation par-
ticipants about the course of conversation. This could be implemented to activity
trackers and that way to work life situations. The gaze could be tracked with work
goggles or glasses that are worn during the workday and they could indicate if the
worker needs to take a break or if the work flow is great then just keep working.
This way the work day could be different for every worker due to the individual
diversity of activity. That would mean that people have different hours because of
the variation of vitality.
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Eye tracking information could be used to enhance the communication experience.
Because the eye contact and gaze is an important part of communication, it should be
made possible to have eye contact during for example Skype meetings that use web
cameras. This could be possible when using the interface of eye tracking goggles and
some kind of an application that has the VR glasses to communicate with. Today all
of the meeting organized over internet connection are lacking the gaze information.

These improvements to the conversation over internet connection could be ex-
tended to all sections of work life such as customer services, performance appraisals,
internal communications and media. The other improvement could be to unify the
messaging channels and the instructions on how to use them.
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5 Summary
The topic of the thesis was to analyze the mutual gaze during shared decision-making.
The collected material consisted of eye-movement, audio and video recordings gathered
during face-to-face experiments. The sample size was 24 volunteers who formed 12
pairs. Answer categories and conversation phases were analyzed from the eye fixation
data.

It was concluded that conversation phases and categories have an effect on the
course of communication. This indicated that eye-tracking could be used to clarify
communication between colleagues in workplaces.

The eye tracking applications for affecting the efficiency of workers and improving
the quality of conversations done over the internet. Mutual gaze could also be used
to make sure the most efficient working hours are used as well as reminding the
workers to take breaks when needed.

The quality of video-conferences could be enhanced by enabling the participants
to use eye contact and thus enabling the benefits of mutual gaze as indicated by
this thesis. This could be achieved by using for example virtual reality goggles and
augmented reality.
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